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Abstract
To identify the competitive effect of online competition, I exploit that consumers in some German municipalities lack broadband access due to legacy glass fibre cables. In these areas with reduced online competition, I find that offline employment in electronics retailing grows faster than in the control areas. I find no such differential for food retailing, where there is no online competition. Full broadband access reduces employment growth in electronics relative to food retailing by 1.1% per year from 1999 to 2007. I find no significant effect for book retailing, which is shielded from retail price competition by law.
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1. Introduction

Small search costs, no geographical differentiation, and low barriers to entry — the frictionless internet economy should force down prices and drive bricks-and-mortar retailers out of business. Yet, the internet economy has also spawned deliberate obfuscation, new forms of product differentiation, and an increased role for reputation — all factors that soften competition. In this paper, I attempt to quantify the balance of these effects on competition. Quantifying the competitive impact of the internet is central to our understanding of frictions in markets; it is also a key issue in policy discussions, such as government interventions in broadband markets or antitrust policy towards mergers.\footnote{Examples of merger cases in which internet competition played a major role are ‘HMV Group plc / Waterstone’s plc / Ottakar’s plc’ (\textit{Competition Commission}, 2006) and ‘Game Group PLC and Games Station Limited’ (\textit{Competition Commission}, 2008). A prominent example for an intervention to promote broadband internet is the broadband program of the the Obama White House (\textit{The White House, Office of the Press Secretary}, 2009).}

I measure the competitive impact by changes in retail employment: if online retailers reduce the producer rents of offline retailers, some retailers must leave the market, and some of the employees must find new jobs outside the industry. For identification, I exploit that consumers have only limited broadband access in some regions of Germany, as Deutsche Telekom made a short-sighted choice of technology in the early 90s. In these regions, I find that employment in electronics retailing expands relative to the rest of Germany; employment in food retailing does not. As employment in electronics and food retailing is affected by the same factors with the exception of online competition, I interpret the electronics-food employment growth differential as the impact of online competition: It is approximately 1.1 percentage points per year. To confirm that this loss results from price competition, I exploit that legally mandated resale price maintenance prevents retail price competition in the German book trade. I repeat the analysis for book versus food retailing and do not get a significant differential. I conclude that online \textit{price} competition has a large competitive effect, online competition per se does not.

Every year “Deutsche Telekom”, the erstwhile German telecommunication monopoly, replaces worn out cables with new ones, using the newest and best, available technology at the time. In the early 90s, the best technology was thought to be glass fibre cables. When, beginning in July 1999, Deutsche Telekom rolled out a new broadband data transmission technology, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), it realized that it could not upgrade the glass fibre cables to DSL. To provide DSL anyway, Deutsche Telekom essentially has to replace the glass fibre cables with copper cables. It started the replacement in late 2003, but proceeded so slowly that towards the end of 2008 most areas with glass fibre cables still waited to get a DSL connection. In the glass fibre areas households use the internet less than in the rest of Germany, as data show (see Section 2.1). Retailers are less affected, as they often use a dedicated line, which is available even in glass fibre areas.
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